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About This Game

Zombies rise again at the dawn of Apocalypse! In this companion to the smash-hit Zombie Exodus, can you survive the first few
days of the zombie outbreak as the dead rise, society collapses, and the living struggle to survive?

Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven is a series of thrilling interactive survival-horror novels by Jim Dattilo, where your choices control
the story. It's entirely text-based—without animation or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Customize a character using a variety of professions, backgrounds, special challenges, and skills to survive in a brutal and
chaotic city as the Zeta virus spreads. Will you be an honorable soldier, searching through neighborhoods to aid survivors? Or
will you be a ruthless bandit who loots and robs others for needed supplies? How about a paranoid hacker, psychopathic con

artist, pragmatic scientist, or idealistic teenager? Dozens of options allow you to play the character of your choice.

Set in the Zombie Exodus world, the first part of Safe Haven focuses on the first few days of a viral outbreak which changes the
infected into mindless zombies. Explore the changes to society at the start of the pandemic. Board your house, gather supplies,
meet over a dozen other characters, and survive encounters with the living dead and even other survivors. Scavenge numerous

locations, craft items, and use a variety of skills to survive the many challenges of the apocalypse.

Part Two: Out Now!

With three brand new chapters and another 310,000 words, "Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven" is now more than than 900,000 in
total! That's more than 72,000 each time you play. Given the number of paths from beginning to end, you can have a unique
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story every time and still never see all there is in "Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven!"

The Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven series will continue with future stories in new locations in the coming years.

 Play as male or female, gay, straight, bi, or asexual.

 Nineteen backgrounds/professions including Soldier, Teenager, Professional Wrestler, Bank Robber, and Doctor. Or
create your own custom class.

 Choose your skill levels in eighteen different apocalyptic skills such as Stealth, Ranged Weapons, Scavenging, and
Survival. Level up your skills after each chapter and choose from hobbies to round out your character.

 Select optional challenges for your survivor. Take care of a dependent child or a pet, or deal with a phobia, compulsion,
addiction, or affliction.

 Meet other survivors each with their own personalities, motivations, desires, and flaws. Even form romantic
relationships with those you meet.
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So good, I really liked the game! I've still got loads of endings to play through, definitely a good buy. I enjoyed how the game
was split up into two parts (adolescence and adulthood) that was a good touch.

I only wish there were more male partner options; there are only 3. However each one has 4 possible endings, so I suppose it
almost makes up for it :). cool Game :). So good, I really liked the game! I've still got loads of endings to play through, definitely
a good buy. I enjoyed how the game was split up into two parts (adolescence and adulthood) that was a good touch.

I only wish there were more male partner options; there are only 3. However each one has 4 possible endings, so I suppose it
almost makes up for it :). thank u dukc simulator ありがとう :)). In development for what felt like forever, but damn well worth the
wait! :D
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this game could be awsome but its not, the lack of players and charcter select menu ruins the the game. all it needs is more
people and i could definitely see my self play it some time. Very nice game. Only wish there was an ingame menu to change the
graphics.. Due to the inability to rotate pieces around two of their three axes, this game is nearly impossible to do anything in.
At best you'll be able to clear one or two lines before RNG dictates that you lose. If you're looking for 3D Tetris, this isn't it.. I
didn\u2019t really know what to expect with Diamond Dan. For whatever reason, this game always caught my eye whenever it
became discounted during the big steam sales. So I finally picked it up. Lo and behold, the game isn\u2019t terrible. It\u2019s
not even half bad. It may be one of the uglier ducklings of the bunch, but underneath a lacking appearance is a surprisingly
entertaining puzzle-lite platformer.

Each level is comprised of a cubic tower, itself filled with constantly shifting cubes that you must traverse to reach the bottom.
You have the option of two playable characters, the first being able to move nearby blocks, whilst the other can outright destroy
them at the expense of losing the ability to double-jump. While the beginning levels contain little challenge, further levels
become longer, and introduce new types of traps that become increasingly difficult to avoid, both due to your own
incompetence and slow transitioning speed of the screen while you transfer between the different sides of each tower.

The platforming itself is tight, and it\u2019s satisfying leaping between booby trapped walls and floors. There is no time limit to
each level, and your performance in each is based on how many jewels and coins you can collect, all of which add to your end
score. Activating and narrowly escaping traps goes towards earning a score multiplier, though aside from leaderboard and
achievement junkies, there\u2019s no real incentive to pursue higher scores beyond personal gratification. However, there are
higher difficulties, and beating each earns you a shinier medal, so that provides some longevity for those who enjoy a challenge.

I\u2019ve actually enjoyed what I\u2019ve played of DD. Visually, it can be pretty unappealing, especially the character
models, though the in-game aesthetic looks alright, if a bit dated. One thing I am fond of is the menu; it\u2019s all set up at a
desk, with each option being one of a series of items lying on it. Your view follows your cursor, so it\u2019s almost like
you\u2019re actually sitting at the desk, and it\u2019s neat to see things added to it after you complete each level. It\u2019s a
nice touch, and it adds a bit of charm to the experience.

Diamond Dan is surprisingly alright, given its budget price and lack of fanfare. It may be lacking visually, but the gameplay is
tight and even challenging in later levels and on higher difficulties. It\u2019s not terribly long, and can likely be beaten in
several short hours, either on a lazy afternoon, or as a break between larger adventures. I wouldn\u2019t call it a diamond in the
rough, but after a few strokes from a shirt sleeve, even this jewel shows off a modest gleam.. It's slow and can be tough when
you first start out but It's a good game.I recommend you buy and play it.. Its a game that exists. Fun easy to play match game,
well worth the sale price of 4.99
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